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Tools Needed: Padded work blanket, 12 & 6mm wrench, small & medium blade screwdriver, 

needle nose pliers, light machine oil, gear grease and silicone grease. 

Place a blanket or the like over the front 
fender to prevent damage to the paint. Use the 12mm wrench to loosen...

...the bolts holding the head light 
assembly. 

If carefully done, you can loosen the 
bolts enough to... 
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remove the head light assembly 
without removing the bolts. 

Pull the Molex connector for the 
head light apart. 

This is a good time to clean and 
grease all the fuses and 

connections in the "rats nest". 

Pull the front speedo illumination 
bulb out. The connector/bulb is a 
press fit into the speedo housing.
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Pull the rear illumination bulb free. Unscrew the speedo cable and pull it free.

Now you have a good view of the cross 
bar which holds the speedo in place.

Use the 6mm wrench to remove the 
nuts/washers securing the bar to the speedo. 

Careful not to drop the nuts, they are tiny!
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If you have a trip meter, you'll need to 
remove the lock ring at the knob...

Pull the bar free. 

You can now lift the speedo free of 
the dash.

...be watching for the spacer ring that is under 
sheet metal at the base of the trip meter 

knob...it can disappear into the "rats nest".
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First step in disassembling is to remove 
the protective rubber...use your finger 

tips on each side...

...and pull down. A squirt or two of 
silicone spray may be helpful. 

...bottom view showing trip odometer 
cable on right. 

Front view... 
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Here you can see a few of the tabs that hold the 
metal face plate ring on. We'll get to these later. 

Screws out. They are small so don't loose them. Use a flat blade screwdriver to remove 
the two screws that hold the speedo in 

the body can. 

Protective rubber removed.
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Pull the cable free and give it a few drops 
of machine oil to lube the cable and set it 

aside. 

To remove the trip meter cable, use your 
fingers or needle nose pliers to remove the 
super small cotter pin holding the cable to 

the gear shaft. 

Remove the cap and felt dust washer...

...along with the bulb holders and 
bulbs. The bulbs are 12v 4w BA9s's. 

BMW dealers stock these. 
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Next, use a small thin blade 
screwdriver or similar... 

... to carefully...

Take your time as they are easily broken....bend the face plate ring tabs up. 
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Pull the ring free taking care to not 
let the glass fall free! There is a 

thin O-ring that will either be stuck 
inside the ring or on... 

...the face of the glass. The glass sits a top 
a thin rubber seal. The glass will probably 
be stuck to this...but be careful to not let 

the glass fall.

Use a thin screwdriver or razor to 
carefully remove the glass and/or 

rubber seal from the speedo. I left the 
glass adhered to the seal. Side view of speedo with metal ring removed. 
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There is one more metal ring holding the 
speedo guts in the can. Pop this off with your 
fingers or a thin edged implement of choice. Profile view of ring.

...from the can. Remove the mechanism 
carefully as the screws holding the two 

halves together may have fallen out, 
allowing the mechanism to come apart. Now the speedo mechanism can be 

removed...
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This is a view into the bottom of the can, 
you can see a rubber seal and the two green 

filters for the illumination bulbs. They are 
cracked due to heat (too hot a bulb?)...

...lot's of little pieces of the filters in 
the bottom of the can.

A few views showing the bits and 
gears of the speedo mechanism. 

I just finished the job and nipped the 
filter domes out with a pair of pliers. This 
modification allows for much more light 

to get up to the speedo face at night.
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Left side.

A few drops of machine oil need to be put 
between the speedo cable drive socket and the 

threaded collar. Not down the hole in the middle! 

...and yet another, this time the top 
showing the trip meter Geneva 

mechanism.

Another view...right side. 13



Use a high quality gear lube to lube all the 
gears in the mechanism. I use silicone 

grease on all the rubber seals. Greased gears and the odometer 
Geneva mechanism. 

...to put them back in/tighten them, 
remove the two screws holding the face 
plate, rotate it so the openings for the 

odometer/trip meter allow access to the 
screws. 

Just above my thumb is one of the two tiny 
screws that holds the two halves of the 

mechanism together. If these loosen of fall 
out the speedo needle bounces wildly... 14



Silicone grease on both side of the 
can seal... 

...will help hold it in place during 
reassembly. 

...and make sure the rubber seal 
holes line up. Drop the speedo mechanism into the can... 15



Use some light weight LocTite on 
the screws...

...and tighten them down. 

...clean the glass and put some 
silicone grease on the rubber seal 
for the glass and set them on next. 

Put the metal keeper ring back on... 
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The thin rubber O-ring goes inside the metal 
ring with the tabs. Use four dollops of 

silicone grease to hold the O-ring in place. 

Set the speedo can in the rubber 
protective ring as a stand. Put the 

metal ring on and bend the tabs in a bit 
to hold it in place.

...turn the speedo over, slip the felt washer, 
cap and cable in place and secure with the 

cotter pin. 

Put a drop or two of machine oil on 
the felt dirt washer for the 

odometer cable... 
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Put the bulbs back in...a light coating of 
silicone grease makes pulling them out 

again a bit easier. 

Spray the inside of the protective 
rubber with some silicone spray 

and slip it back on.

The speedo is now ready to reinstall in the 
reverse order in which is was removed.
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2011 Maintenance Manual
• Speedometer Maintenance

–After every 10,000 km, remove the speedometer from the motorcycle 
and add five or six drops of oil into the speedometer where the cable 
inserts into the speedometer. This will lubricate the speedometer 
internally.

–To lubricate the speedometer cable, remove the cable from the 
speedometer and extend it in a straight line. Apply speedometer 
lubricating oil or light machine oil at one end and allow it to seep 
through the length of the cable.

Odometer Re-Set Knob
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Speedometer / Odometer Repair (www.russianiron.com)

• Repairing Speedometer and Odometer on Dnepr
• The problem: the speedometer was jumping all over the place and so were the digits on the 

odometer, so that one day it would be at 12,000+ kms, the next at 73,000+ and so on.
• First, I disconnected the whole thing from the housing and the cable. Next, carefully and 

with a flathead screwdriver, I pried up the tabs on the ring holding the glass face in place. 
At this point it was possible to access all the moving parts of both the speedometer and 
odometer.

• Speedometer Fix: The shaft for the speedometer needle is held in place by an armature that 
is pinned to the housing covering the point where the cable connects. The armature was 
loose because the pin was loose. This was the cause of the jumping speedometer needle. 
By not being tight, the contact between the cable and the needle shaft was intermittent. 
Unfortunately, the pin fastening the armature could not be tightened. However, sliding a 
tiny, hardware store-variety retaining ring into the gap between the head of the pin and the 
armature made the whole thing snug. Constant contact now achieved. Speedo works fine.

• Odometer Fix: The same basic issue was the cause of the faulty, random odometer 
readings. The retaining clip that holds all the wheels tightly together was not up to the 
task, so the three or four wheels on the left side were loose and slipping off their gears. A 
new retaining ring tightened the whole thing up. Hasn't skipped a hair since.

• Reassembly: Before putting the whole thing back together on the bike, I lubed all the 
moving parts. On the plastic gears, I dabbed a little grease (Vasoline will work fine). For the 
other points of contact I used the same penetrating oil I make up for guns (sewing machine 
oil with a little cutting oil added for its anti-rust properties cut with a splash of kerosene). 
Be careful not to over tighten the plastic nut that secures the cable when reassembling. A 
little past finger tight seems to work fine.

• This all turned out to be far easier than I thought and took about a half hour to fix--minus 
the trip to the hardware.
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•How to Reset the Odometer and Improve Speedometer Lighting
–It's not hard to reset the odometer. It does require some patience and a steady hand, but 
you might as well do it while you have the unit open to punch out those stupid green 
bulb covers... 

•Here's a Brief Outline of the Process: 
–1. Speedo face down on table. Bend the tabs on the back of the bezel so you can take it 
off. When you get it off, set it aside. Make sure you note the sequence of gaskets and O-
rings. 
–2. Remove the bottom 2 screws on the housing that holds the mechanism in place. Slide 
the mechanism out. 
–3. If desired punch out the green plastic bulb covers for a brighter speedometer. 
–4. Set the speedometer face down (careful of the needle) or prop it in a convenient 
position. Look on the back of the odometer. You'll see a slide on clip on one end of the 
axle shaft that the gears are on. Remove the clip, taking care not to let it become 
airborne when it comes off. 
–5. Note that there are a little set of tabs sticking out, this MUST be back in that position 
when you put the odometer assembly back. Slide the axle to the side and work it a bit, it 
will come out as an assembly. 
–6. You have a choice here, either set the digits by spinning them to match the old one 
(this sometimes requires experimentation - some units will rotate either way, some only 
one way, etc) OR you can remove the one from your old speedometer and just install it in 
the new one, already lined up. 
–7. Make sure the tabs are lined up and work the assembly back into position. Slide the 
axle and replace the clip. 
–8. While you have the unit apart put some oil in the area where the cable enters the unit, 
around the cable drive. 
–9. Slide the unit back into the housing. Replace the 2 screws making sure the face is 
centered (it's easy to get off center if you're not watching). 
–10. Put the glass, gaskets, and bezel back on and bend the tabs to close the unit. 
–Vance Blosser: I've done this a couple of times, it's not bad, just takes a little patience. 

Speedometer Repair (russianiron.com/Speedometer%20Repair.htm)
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